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Stakeholder Centered Coaching
developed and delivered by professionals
Rosemary Cooper-Clark is a professional leadership coach accredited by
Marshall Goldsmith in the Stakeholder Centered Coaching approach. Rosemary
is known for her ‘challenge with charm’ approach to coaching. She takes time
to understand leaders as individuals and successful business executives and
creates a customized plan that aids self discovery and growth while maintaining
forward energy. Executives appreciate Rosemary’s empathy and her pointed
questions, which strike the right balance between support and challenge.
Rosemary demonstrates great belief in people’s ability to achieve more. She
inspires a proactive attitude that blends enthusiasm, energy and a practical,
logical approach. For her, anything is possible, it is only a matter of how-to, from
which she forms meaningful solutions and action plans. She coaches dynamic
and ambitious leaders who wish to further develop themselves as leaders.

Professional Experience
With over 25 years’ in management consultancy, coaching and change
management, across a wide range of sectors, Rosemary brings a great
combination of business acumen and experience coaching the highest
levels of leadership. For nine years, Rosemary worked with the senior
executives of Shell International where she inculcated success and increased
performance in these leaders and their business units. She developed and
implemented global change strategies, across 153 countries, affecting
83,000+ employees. She is well equipped to support leaders in complex and
rapidly-changing environments.

has coached C-level executives, heads of HR, directors and high potentials
across a wide range of functional responsibilities. These attest to Rosemary’s
consummate ability to create a coaching space of trust and openness where
the tough questions can be addressed and positive action can be taken. Her
holistic approach and passion for success spur already successful leaders to
greater levels of effectiveness.

Clients (partial list)
Allergan, BBC, BP, HM Prison Service, HSBC Bank, IBM, Kimberly Clark,
Mars, UK National Health Service, Owens Corning, GSK, Tarmac Group,
Unilever, Zenecca.

Qualifications & Accreditations
Rosemary is an international executive coach and management consultant.
In addition to an MBA from Danbury Park Management Centre, Rosemary
has earned certifications and accreditations from a number of well
recognised international organisations, such as:

• Certified Coach by Marshall Goldsmith Stakeholder
Centered Coaching
• Certified by the International Coach Federation
• Transition Management by William Bridges
• Competitive Intelligence by Society of CI Professionals

Rosemary has coached leaders across Manufacturing, FMCG, Services,
Energy, Finance, Chemical & Pharmaceuticals and the Public Sector. She

“Rosemary brings a great combination of business experience at the highest and complex levels
of leadership, with that of fantastic, supportive and challenging coaching skills. This is invaluable
to a coachee - meaning they can both check and brainstorm business problems and approaches
alongside the personal skills, confidence and motivation support and development required.”
Rachel Wolf, Head of L&D, Catalyst Ltd
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Marshall Goldsmith
Marshall Goldsmith’s work has been recognised by almost every professional
organization in his field. Acknowledgements include:

• BUSINESS WEEK
50 great leaders in America

• LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
Top five thinkers on leadership

World’s #1 Leadership Thinker

• ECONOMIST UK
Most credible executive advisors in the new era
of business.
He is also the million-selling author or editor of 32 books and his books have
been translated into 28 languages, becoming best-sellers in eight countries.

Marshall Goldsmith has recently been
recognised as the number 1 leadership thinker
in the world and the 7th best business thinker in
the world at the biannual Thinkers 50 ceremony
sponsored by Harvard Business Review.
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• A comprehensive study among 11,000 business leaders in 6 multinational
companies on 4 continents concluded that 95% of leaders who consistently
applied the Stakeholder Centered Coaching process measurably improved
their leadership effectiveness. This study is described “leadership is a contact
sport”, Strategy & Business September 2004
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• Top executives, leadership thought leaders and HR development 		
professionals have used the Stakeholder Centered Coaching process for
themselves and their organisations.
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95% of leaders who
consistently involved
stakeholders measurably
improved their effectiveness
Results from 11,000 business leaders in 6
multinational companies on 4 continents.
Source: ‘Leadership is a contact sports’ Strategy & Business September 2004

The Stakeholder Centered Coaching process
focuses on follow-through to measure
leadership growth
Most leaders know what effective leadership looks like and are aware of the skills
and competencies required to deliver high performance in themselves and their
teams. Putting these attributes into practice on a daily basis, when also trying
to balance high complexity and dramatic change can be challenging. It requires
unconscious competence based on consistent behaviours. Executive coaching
typically involves the leader and his Coach involved in sessions “outside” the
working environment. The feedback is only provided by the leader and the
Coach is unable to observe behaviours. Involving selected stakeholders brings
the development into the practical day-to-day working environment.
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The Stakeholder Centered Coaching Approach
The approach is highly-effective and time-efficient and involves the following elements.

A. Determine Leadership Growth Areas
After diagnostics, and with Rosemary’s guidance, the leader selects 1-2 specific behaviours that are
important for his/her leadership growth

B. Stakeholder Involvement Process
The leader selects a handful of stakeholders (mostly bosses, direct reports and peers). Throughout the
coaching programme, the leader involves these stakeholders on a monthly basis. This creates accountability
for the leader to implement the change as well as accountability for the stakeholders to support and to
take part in the change process, which most impacts and benefits the leader’s team as a whole

B1. Involve Stakeholders & Capture Feedforward Suggestions
On a monthly basis the leader asks stakeholders to provide a few practical feedforward suggestions as
it relates to his/her leadership growth focus

B2. Emphasise Feedforward in the Monthly Action Plan
The leader thinks about the feedforward suggestions from the stakeholders and drafts a monthly action
plan. This plan includes the issues the leader is committed to execute during the next month. After the
coaching session, the leader shares his/her action plan with the stakeholders

B3. Change behaviour and perception during execution on the job
Throughout the month the leader implements the action plan and demonstrating visible change,
thereby becoming more effective in the leadership growth areas and improving the stakeholders’
perceptions of the leader. Enhanced relationships are a natural outcome from the process.

C. Leadership Growth Progress Reviews
Rosemary checks in with the stakeholders every quarter to measure their perceptions. This Progress
Review is reported back to the leader and the sponsor. The survey plays a key role in guaranteeing
and measuring leadership growth for the leader and the organisation.
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Monthly 7 Step Stakeholder Involvement Process
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The Stakeholder Centered Coaching
7 Step Process
Rosemary guides the leader through the elements outlined above via a 7 step process which usually represents a year-long programme. This is the typical time it takes
for a leader to develop unconscious competency in new effective leadership behaviours

Step 1: Introduction to Stakeholder-Centered Coaching (2-3) hours
Step 2: Behavioural interview Surveys with key stakeholders (10-15 hrs)
Step 3: Diagnostic assessments (360 degree feedback, emotional intelligence assessment)
Step 4: Selecting leadership growth areas (3 hours)
Step 5: Stakeholders briefing (30 mins)
Step 6: Mastering the Stakeholder coaching process (3 hours)
Step 7: 11 monthly coaching and action planning sessions (1-2 hours)
The process is supported by leadership growth progress reviews after 5, 8 and 11 months to collect the opinions of the stakeholders, evaluate progress and identify areas
for continued focus. Throughout the 12 months the leaders will also prepare a Personal Implementation Plan to continue to enhance leadership effectiveness in the future.
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Organisations that use
Stakeholder Centered Coaching
Numerous Fortune companies and other notable organisations have been using Stakeholder Centered Coaching by
Marshall Goldsmith to measurably grow the leadership effectiveness of their executives. Here under, is a sample of some of some of them..
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